ERS Fleet insurance
We protect business assets, ensuring every vehicle has the cover it needs.
As a leading fleet insurer, we cover everything from small family run firms
to large national companies to help keep businesses vehicles moving.

ers.com/fleet

Every ERS policy comes with an A+ rating
and is honoured by Lloyd’s, so you and
your customers can rely on us.
Find out more at ers.com/lloyds
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Welcome
2020 has and continues to be a
challenging year for all as we try
to adapt to a new ‘normal’. We
recognise the impacts Covid-19
and lockdowns, national or
localised, are having on the
motor market and as a specialist
motor insurer, we understand the
struggles businesses are facing so
quickly adapted offering flexibility
on our policies to help ensure our
brokers and policyholders have
the support they need to keep UK
businesses on the road.
At the beginning of 2020 (pre-Covid-19) our Active
Underwriter, Martin Hall wrote about the challenges
motor premiums would face in 2020 such as an
increase in reinsurance costs, MIB levies and
claims inflation. These haven’t been replaced or
disappeared but have evolved with the impact
of Covid-19. These challenges are likely to cause
greater disruption to the insurance industry as
we all attempt to understand what the future will
look like as the market tries to return to long-term,
sustainable profitability and support the needs of
businesses’ day-to-day fleet operations.

Contents
Being agile and flexible has been key in providing
support to our brokers and policyholders during the
pandemic, from offering laid-up cover for vehicles
taken off the road to adapting policies for non-profit
organisations, taxi drivers and NHS staff so they can
provide support for the local communities during
these unprecedented times.
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Our dedicated team of fleet experts continue to
work closely with brokers and their customers to
understand their business needs to ensure the right
level of cover is offered.
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So, whether you have a portfolio of hundreds of
vehicles, a mixed fleet of standard car and van and
hazardous types, our A+ rated fleet offering, can
provide your customers with tailored underwriting
for each and every risk.

Chris Wilson
Head of Fleet
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Fleet insurance from
the specialists
Our Motor Fleet proposition is about
protecting business assets, ensuring
every vehicle has the cover it needs.
As a leading fleet insurer, we cover
everything from small family run
firms to large national companies.
We write a broad range of risks, covering all types of
fleet including car, van, coach, minibus, taxi, self drive
hire and hazardous and are one of the few insurers
that can support customers with non-conventional
arrangements.
We know that no two businesses are the same so direct
access to a team of experienced fleet underwriters
enables you to discuss your individual requirements
and arrive at a solution to meet the clients needs.

Features and Benefits

Every ERS policy comes
with an A+ rating and is
honoured by Lloyd’s, so
you and your customers
can rely on us.

Access to a team of
underwriters who are
empowered to make
decisions

Flexible approach to
driving warranties

Third party liability.
Indemnity for accidental
damage to peoples
property – £20m for
private cars, £5m for all
other vehicles

New for old - cover for
private cars or goods
carrying vehicles up to
7.5tonnes

Loss of keys and
replacement locks up to
£1,000

Personal accident cover
for drivers, with £10,000
indemnity per incident

Personal belongings
cover up to £250 per
incident

Medical expenses up to
£500 per person

Driver packs and bump
cards available and
proactive TP claims
management
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Understanding risk
in the fast-changing
fleet world
Throughout the current crisis, the
UK’s road transport network has
provided some surprising and
powerful insights into how the
world around us is changing.
Covid-19 has caused significant changes in road
and vehicle usage in the Fleet space. Sectors such
as education or tourism have seen vehicle needs
reduced as travel ground to a halt and schools closed
for a period of time; whereas other sectors, such as
healthcare or logistics, have had a greater requirement
for their Fleets than ever before as we changed the
ways we shopped to rely on home delivery.
I don’t think anyone can predict what will happen
next, and those that do will probably be wrong.
But we do know that the last few months have
been tough for brokers, businesses and insurers
alike. While the UK economy is tentatively
reopening, Covid-19 will continue to impact many
organisations’ Fleet vehicle needs.

The artificial impact of
COVID-19
Here’s the juxtaposition, whilst the pressure is
on insurer’s expense ratios and their expectation
that rates will need to continue to rise due to the
underlying performance of many books, most
customers will see significant improvements in their
Fleet portfolio performance due to reduced traffic

volumes through the last six months and lower
claims frequency. From their point of view, they’ll be
expecting significant rate reductions at renewal –
especially as insurance is likely one of their top three
financial outlays each year.
Whilst the short-term data may show an
improvement in performance, this won’t change the
long-term performance of the risk and it’s dangerous
to automatically assume that short-term reduction
in claims volumes are a consequence of a broader
improved performance. The whole industry must
maintain the rigour and discipline of its underwriting,
to accurately assess the truth behind the data.

Brokers need to take a data
driven, long-term view
When underwriting a risk, insurers must consider
both the exposure that the risk brings as well as its
claims performance over a prolonged period (i.e. 3-5
years). Without understanding this link or focusing on
longer-term data sets, it’s impossible to price the risk
correctly, particularly when considering fleet, where
multiple vehicles, drivers and use cases are involved.
The recent reduction in accidents represents an
artificial change in risk because millions of people
were mandated to stay at home and avoid nonessential travel. It does not offer an accurate
prediction of future claims performance, and it
is negligence on the part of an insurer to suggest
otherwise. We do not yet know what future UK road
usage will look like. Almost all businesses are still

feeling their way through this period of uncertainty,
with no clear idea as to what awaits them on the
other side. How their fleet is deployed could easily
change in a month, let alone a year.

Honest conversations with
trusted insurers
We’re proud of our heritage as a trusted motor
insurance partner to our nationwide broker
franchise, we also believe in speaking honestly
and setting realistic customer expectations rather
than over-promising and under-delivering. We don’t
believe that a customer should go from boom to
bust when presented with low rates in year one,
only to be hit with a huge rate increase in year two.
I’ve seen this behaviour from insurers hundreds of
times and it’s the broker and their reputation that
loses out. We try to be consistent and honest with
our pricing, we’re in it for the long haul and price
correctly, so your reputation isn’t impacted, and
customers gets a fair, long-term view of their risk..
We are already seeing the number of reported
accidents rise steadily, back towards to pre-Covid
levels. As the situation continues to evolve, it has
never been more important to distinguish between
emerging trends which may be permanent, like the
growth of eCommerce and home delivery, versus
those which are artificial. For the motor market to
address its biggest, most longstanding profitability
challenges – such as claims inflation, reinsurance
costs, levies and fraud – the discipline of underwriting
must be maintained at all costs in our response to
this latest stage of the Covid-19 pandemic, and the
understated claims performance it portrays.
During the lockdown we were quick to recognise
that customers’ individual situations were changing
rapidly. We responded by offering additional
flexibility on our policies – for example, providing
laid-up cover for vehicles no longer in use – and
we agreed to rebate premiums to many customers
where cover was no longer required.

Read the full blog now at ers.com
ers.com/fleet

Own Goods
& Trades
5+ Vehicles

Target trades & most competitive

Outside Appetite

Rural/semi-rural based risks
° Low accident frequency and severity
° Minimal exposure to young drivers
° Minimal exposure to agency drivers

°

°

°
°
°
°
°
°

°
°
°
°
°
°

Low staff turnover
Vehicle and/or driver risk management
Charities
Construction and engineering
Educational
Healthcare and medical

°
°
°
°
°

Trades and services
Plant hire
Professionals
Property
Retail and manufacturing

°
°
°
°
°
°
°

Fleet rated for less than 3 years
Risks with 3 insurers in 3 years
New ventures
NCD rated
Companies with poor credit rating e.g. multiple CCJ’s or liquidations
Exposure to privately owned vehicles (vehicles owned by directors are considered up to 25% of
vehicle schedule)
Family fleet

Scaffolders/scaffolding contractors
Accident management/credit hire
Bailiffs/collection agencies
Mobile ATM suppliers
Food wholesale, food delivery or mobile caterers
Motor factor risks
Airport parking risks

Scrap metal merchants, recycling risks and skip
hire
° Motor traders
° Police, fire, ambulance, health, local authorities
and embassies/diplomatic risks
° Entertainment industry and professional sports
club
°
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Passenger Transportation,
Hire & Reward
Car, LCV, HGV’s, Special Types & Agricultural Vehicles, 5+ Vehicles
Target trades & most competitive
Risk Features
° Rural/semi-rural based risks
° Low accident frequency and severity
° Minimal exposure to young drivers
° Minimal exposure to agency drivers
° Low staff turnover
° Vehicle and/or driver risk management

Passenger Transport
° School contracts
° Community or charity sectors
° Contract hire
° Private hire
° Stage contracts (excluding large metropolitan areas)
° Vintage coach fleets

Carriage of Goods for Hire and Reward
° Heavy/abnormal load haulage (80T+)
° Hazardous haulage

Passenger Transport
° Express contracts
° Party bus risks
° Large city centre open top buses
° Black cab (city centre)
° Uber risks
° Stretch limousines
° Professional sports teams, members of
entertainment industry and VIP’s
° Coach ski tours
° Short term taxi rental
° Exposure to owner drivers

Carriage of Goods for Hire and Reward
° General haulage
° General courier

Outside Appetite
Outside Appetite Risk Features
° Fleet rated for less than 3 years
° Risks with 3 insurers in 3 years
° New ventures
° NCD rated
° Companies with poor credit rating e.g. multiple
CCJ’s or liquidations
° Exposure to privately owned vehicles (vehicles
owned by directors are considered up to 25% of
vehicle schedule)
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Specialist claims handlers,
just in case the worst happens
Nobody likes the hassle and inconvenience of making a claim so when one of your clients needs
to claim on their policy we’ll deal with it quickly and efficiently to get them back on the road.
Last year* we paid out on 99% of our claims,
so your customers can rely on us when they need us the most.

New claims notifications
Where possible, claims need to be
reported within 24 hours to ensure
the most suitable claims solutions
are arranged by our dedicated
team of expert handlers. Using our
Approved Repairer Network and
Third-Party capture scheme helps
lower claims costs.
Call our handlers on 0330 123 5992
or email fnol.motor@ers.com
For enquiries about existing
claims, email claims@ers.com

Expert claims handlers
and engineers

Genuine parts and great
service, every time

A repair network for
specialist vehicles

Tough on fraud

Our claims service is made up of
experts who know and understand the
specialist vehicles we insure. Our team
of expert engineers are at the frontend of each claim too so if you need
to get in touch, you’ll be speaking to
someone who knows your vehicle and
how to get it repaired quickly. Our
engineers aim to authorise the repair
within 48 hours of receiving all the
information needed.

Unless your customer says otherwise,
we’ll always use genuine replacement
parts for a repair and all our work
comes with a five-year warranty.
Subject to policy terms, we’ll also
provide a courtesy car, pick up and
deliver the vehicle to and from your
customers’ home or workplace cleaned
inside and out.

Our approved repair network can look
after all the vehicle types we insure,
from a standard car or van, to a Tesla,
McLaren or Bentley or even a 45T
truck. As we only work with BS10125
accredited repairers, your customers
are in safe hands. When using our
approved repair network, the cost is
on average £600 lower than a nonnetwork repair.

We have a zero tolerance approach
to claims fraud because criminals
who create fake or exaggerated
accidents negatively affect innocent
policyholders, adding extra costs to
their premiums. Where we identify
fraud we will always seek to prosecute.
If you suspect fraud, then please
call our dedicated hotline on 03330
535 892.

*Based on claims received and declined on all motor products between January and December 2019
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Your specialist Fleet team
Head of Class

Product Managers

London Market

Chris Wilson

Nicky Harttree

Edd Moore

Head of Fleet
chris.wilson@ers.com

Own Goods & Trades
nicky.harttree@ers.com

Garbhan O’Brien

Passenger Transport, Hire &
Reward
garbhan.obrien@ers.com

Senior Underwriter
edward.moore@ers.com

Regional Underwriting

Karl Sandford

Underwriter
karl.sandford@ers.com

Sam Braithwaite

Assistant Underwriter
sam.braithwaite@ers.com

Stuart Boles

Scotland & Northern Ireland
stuart.boles@ers.com

for New Business and Renewals

for New Business and Renewals

for Mid-term Queries

for Mid-term Queries

07967 769 172

0345 600 2294

fleetadmin@ers.com or call 0345 602 5809

fleetadmin@ers.com or call 0345 602 5809

Underwriting

Steve Nethercoat

Tommy Ecott

Tim Hockey

Ramon Porcel

Stuart Morris

Paul Emmett

Andy Pringle

Charlie Dickson

James Dooley

Vanessa Eve

Callum Phillips

Wendy Margetson

Senior Underwriter
steve.nethercoat@ers.com

Underwriter
andrew.pringle@ers.com

Senior Underwriter
tommy.ecott@ers.com

Underwriter
charles.dickson@ers.com

Senior Underwriter
tim.hockey@ers.com

Underwriter
james.dooley@ers.com

Senior Underwriter
ramon.porcel@ers.com

Underwriter
vanessa.eve@ers.com

Senior Underwriter
stuart.morris@ers.com

Underwriter
callum.phillips@ers.com

Underwriter
paul.emmett@ers.com

Underwriter
wendy.margetson@ers.com

Dan Kiddier

Underwriter
daniel.kiddier@ers.com

Jack Hoy

Underwriter
jack.hoy2@ers.com

Emma Greenwood

Underwriter
emma.greenwood@ers.com
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Your specialist
regional network

KW

ZE

KW
HS

Our Regional Development team is here to help your business grow.

HS

IV
AB

PH

DD

PA
PA

PA
FK

Marjorie Adejumo

Head of Regional Development
marjorie.adejumo@ers.com
07786 113 327

Ming Wan

New Business Manager
ming.wan@ers.com
07786 113327

Jannine Lee

Strategic Account Manager
North
jannine.lee@ers.com
07841 342351

Anne-Therese Cromwell

PA

KY

G

EH

PA

Strategic Account Manager
South
anne-therese.cromwell@ers.com
07970 370178

ML

KA

TD

KA

NE

DG

BT

Andy Ward
andy.ward@ers.com
07768 023 823

North East

Mark Feathers
mark.feathers@ers.com
07711 590 773

North West

Chris Johnson
chris.johnson@ers.com
07841 342 362

LA

Midlands

BB

FY

Pauline Palmer
pauline.palmer@ers.com
07866 139 136

PR

L

HD

TF

Paul Cavanagh
paul.cavanagh@ers.com
07917 156 771

Angus Statham
angus.statham@ers.com
07825 032 262

Ian Smedley
ian.smedley@ers.com
07825 064 081

Jamie Brooks
jamie.brooks@ers.com
07717 545 747

SA

NG

LE
B

CV

HR

CF

SP

TA
DT

TR

HP
SL

RG

BA
BH

PO

CM

EN

WD
UB

W

TW

IG

N

NW

W C EC

SM

E

SE

SW

KT

GU
SO

CO

AL

HA

BS

PL

SG
LU

OX

SN

IP

CB

MK

GL

NR

NN

WR

NP

EX

PE

WS
WV

LD

LN

DE

DY

East Anglia

S

SK
ST

SY

South East

DN

CW

LL

South West

HU

WF

M

WA

CH

LS
HX

OL

BL

WN

YO

HG

BD

LL

City/South Central

TS

DL
IM

Scotland/Northern Ireland

SR

DH

CA

BR
CR

RH

RM

SS

DA

ME

TN

BN

TQ
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Whether you’re looking for an Own Goods & Trades,
Passenger Transportation or Hire & Reward Fleet
risk quote, contact our specialist team of experts at
fleet.quotes@ers.com or call on 0345 602 5809

Visit our Marketing Hub for our latest
product brochures and co-branded leaflets.
ers.com/hub

ers
/ersmotor
@ERSmotor
@ers_motor

ers.com/fleet

